
·Introduction and
embracing complexity 
·Judging and deciding 
·The neuroscience of
leading with purpose

Participants will draft their
personal habit canvas to

make it easier to translate
their first desired

behavioural change
inspired by the course (and

conference) into a
repeatable habit.

 The session will conclude
with the co-development
of a clear next action to

sustain momentum.
 

Focus on topics selected to
synthesize key themes of the

conference and topical generic
challenges of leadership in 2022.
Participants practise using tools

from the course, and will be
primed to connect concepts they
encounter with their work, goals

and purpose

MUTUAL LEADERSHIP
DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMME

EQUIPPING EMERGING AND NEW LEADERS WITH THE TOOLS AND

MINDSETS TO HELP ORGANISATIONS STRATEGICALLY DEVELOP

AND ADAPT

Who should attend?
More experienced managers and future
leaders of AFM Member organisations who
are increasingly leading others (formally or
informally) and tackling complex problems.

Overview

Learn the essential frameworks,
mental models & tools for mutual
leadership in a complex world. 
Undertake peer to peer
personalisation of learning and
collaboration that will translate
insights into near-term value.
Be part of a wider network of peers
who develop long-term mutual
support and collaboration 

A series of six development sessions,
delivered as a combination of in-person
and online meetings, targeted at new and
emerging leaders, to enable them to:

Cost per delegate
Meet the trainer

Dave Crowther
Dave has equipped executives from financial mutuals in over
80 countries with practical thinking tools for leading in complex
situations. He acquired an understanding of strategy and
behaviour while managing a European investment fund and
‘accidentally’ co-founding a software company ultimately
acquired by IBM.

Dave refined the tools while designing a global cultural change initiative for a company
within the Berkshire Hathaway family. He learned to be humble in the face of
complexity when working on NHS strategic behavioural change interventions. 
 Demonstrating that people are not rational, he enjoys cycling up hills.

£1,200* + VAT
*includes a ticket to the AFM Conference

Excellent blend of learning, networking
discussions and content that really held
the attention. Multiple "take-aways" to
apply moving forward - many thanks

Head of Business Development,
Financial Mutual, UK

A beautiful blend of education
and fun. A mind blowing

experience
General Manager, Financial

Mutual, Africa

Dates 2022
Tues 27 Sept, 09.45 - 16.30 (in-person)
Mon 3 Oct, 13.00-15.00 (remote)
Tues 4 Oct, 13.00-15.00 (remote)

Wed 5 Oct, 13.00-15.00 (remote)
Mon 10 Oct, 09.00-10.45 (AFM Conference)
Tues 11 Oct, 13.00-15.00 (AFM Conference)


